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Long Term Athlete Development (LTAD) in Athletics
The Athletics LTAD Model
Athletics Canada, the NSO for athletics, adopted an LTAD program outline in October of
2008. The outline has subsequently been adopted by the PSO’s. The program as it is
developed thus far has only managed to address the outer shell of a comprehensive
LTAD program. To this point the following has been put in place:




A framework for LTAD development levels
The formal adoption of the Run, Jump Throw program as the program model for
the Fundamentals Stage
Minor changes to event distances, implement weights and related minor
changes for the stage Training to Train and below

The event specific details are outlined below for each current age level. You will note
that the age level changes do not align with the defined LTAD Stages. There is yet much
work to be done, even at this elementary outer shell level.
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Learning to Train
This stage is referred to as the “Pee Wee” level in the Athletics Canada LTAD document
and contains the following recommendations:
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Training to Train
This stage comprises 2 Athletics Canada competition levels, Bantam and Midget. The
LTAD document recommends the following events:
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Learning to Compete
This stage also comprises 2 Athletics Canada competition levels. There are events
specifications for the first half of the age range (Youth) in this stage but IAAF World
event specifications are adopted for the second half of the age range (Junior) in this
stage.
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Training to Compete, Learning to Win, Winning for a Living & Active
for Life
All competition structures for these stages follow the IAAF world standards. There are
no recommendations for general and sport specific skills and abilities; recommended
sport program elements (i.e. number of competitions, practices, hours, type and volume
of activity etc..); or growth and development characteristics.

Athletics LTAD Program Conclusions
As can be seen from the information above the LTAD program development for
Athletics is far from complete. I’ve prepared a SWOT analysis of the program as it is
developed and determine the key gaps in the program. Based on this gap analysis I will
then attempt to recommend LTAD program developments that could round out the
published information into a more complex and complete program. Then, based on the
proposed hypothetical model I will be able to evaluate the training and competition
program of my athlete against the model and test the recommended changes against
actual experience.

Athletics Canada LTAD Program SWOT Analysis
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Based on the above analysis it can be seen that in order to be successful the Athletics
LTAD program requires significant enhancements in a relatively short time frame.
Hopefully this paper may be of some small assistance in moving the program to a more
functionally complete state.

Athletics Canada LTAD Program Gap Analysis
Due to the fact that the athletics LTAD program is in such a rudimentary state of
development there are numerous gaps that can be identified. This gap analysis is not an
attempt to be comprehensive but rather an attempt to identify the primary gap areas
where development should occur first. Once these gap areas have been addressed a
new gap analysis should be undertaken to identify the next set of development
priorities.
The following gap list represents the areas that I will address in this paper. These gaps
are:



Development Gap – there is no clear pathway or model that a coach can follow
that will instruct and inform about which skills to focus on for development at
any of the defined LTAD Stages (except for the Fundamental Stage)
Engagement Gap – the declining enrolment in athletics programs across the
country indicates that the athletics program as it is being delivered is failing to
appeal to the youth it is trying to attract
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Talent ID Gap – the continuing failure of the athletics system to move identified
youth talent to Senior levels is clear evidence that the current system is
inappropriately identifying talent at the lower development levels
Performance Gap – the chronic inability of Canadian Senior athletes to be
consistently competitive at the International level indicates that the current
system is not able to consistently do the foundational development needed to
bring athletes to the world stage

In order to fulfill its mandate to maximise the long term development of our athletes
the LTAD program must address the 4 gaps noted above.

Development Gap
In order to bridge this gap the following needs must be addressed by the program:
 The General and Specific skills and abilities must be clearly stated for each
development stage
 The recommended sport program elements must be documented and followed
 The coaching education system needs to be modified for coaches at the Training
to Train level and below to move the focus from event specific coaching skills to
development age specific coaching skills

Engagement Gap
In order to bridge this gap the following needs must be addressed by the program:
 The athletics program must be relevant and appealing to the development age
of each development stage
 The program must be seen to deliver value to participants by the participants
 The program must be able to compete/coexist on a equal footing with other
sport programs

Talent ID Gap
In order to bridge this gap the following needs must be addressed by the program:
 The LTAD program must be structured to allow coaches to sort out the
difference between long term talent and early development talent
 The program must be structured to encourage and allow late developers to
mature within the program
 The program must be structured to encourage age and event appropriate
specialisation and encourage a broad spectrum of functional movement literacy

Performance Gap
In order to bridge this gap the following needs must be addressed by the program:
 Structure the program to create a culture of process orientation and
appreciation over an outcome focus
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Clearly define the development objectives for each LTAD stage and implement
processes that allow coaches and athletes the opportunity to meet those
objectives
Create a specialisation “funnel” that guides the coach and athlete through the
LTAD stages at the correct level or degree of specialisation for the event
Recognise the cultural gaps in Canadian society that prevent development of age
appropriate fitness and address these gaps with remedial development

LTAD Program Development Matrix
The matrix on the next page has been created to address the gaps listed above. I will
address the 7 actual development stages identified by the Athletics LTAD model. There
are 9 stages in the model but the first and last stages are not actually athletics specific
but are general states of being that athletics program participants are in prior to and
after their competitive participation in athletics. While the two stages, Active Start and
Active for Life, are legitimate stages of development the characteristics of these two
stages are so significantly different from the other 7 stages that they are beyond the
scope of this paper.
From the gaps noted above I have identified 6 general areas that need to be addressed
by the LTAD program in order to overcome the gaps. These are:
 General and Specific skill development
 Program Elements
 Age Appeal
 Specialisation
 Development Goals
 Cultural Gap
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LTAD Stage
Fundamental Stage
Learning to Train

Skills

Program

Age Appeal

Specialisation

Development

Cultural Gap

Basic functional
literacy
Intermediate
functional literacy

Run, Jump, Throw, twice per
month year round
6 events – 2 run, 2 throw, 2 jump
Athletes do all events
4 month training season
3 competitions with 3 -5 person
teams (teams win, not athletes)
Full schedule of events
Athlete must do 1 jump, 1 throw,
1 sprint and 1 middle dist run
4 month training season
6 competitions with 3 -5 person
teams (teams win, not athletes)
Full schedule of events
Athlete must do at least 2 events
in chosen event group and 1
middle/long distance event
4-8 month training season
6-8 competitions as an individual
Full schedule of events
Specialisation in a single event
allowed
6-10 month training season
Number of competitions
determined by event recovery
requirements
Specialisation in a single event
8-11 month training season
Number of competitions
determined by event recovery
requirements
11-11.5 month training season
Number of competitions
determined by event recovery
requirements

Free form, fun
oriented
Team is more fun
than individual
Competitions are a
major event but run
quickly
Team is more fun
than individual
Allowed some
specialisation to
support maturation
level
Athlete is ranked by
event area not by
event to even out
development
differences

None

Intro to movement

None

None
Can’t compete up

Intro to training
methods
Intro to event skills
Intro to team
concepts
Specific training for
energy systems,
coordination,
nutrition, mental
preparation

None

Athlete chooses
event area for
specialisation
Can’t compete up

The 5 S’s,
Mental preparation
Nutrition
Recovery
Basic planning

Mandatory physical
activity, cycle or
walk instead of car

Athlete can focus on
their major strength
Athlete recognised
for specific event
performance

Complete
Can’t compete up

Refinement of 5 S’s
Mental preparation
Nutrition
Recovery
Active in planning

Mandatory physical
activity, cycle or
walk instead of car
plus additional
recreational activity

Not required

Complete

Not required

Not required

Complete

Refinement of 5 S’s
Mental preparation
Nutrition
Recovery
Active in planning
Maintenance on all
levels

Training to Train

Event specific
technique
Basic tactics

Learning to Compete

Event area specific
technique,
Basic training logs,
Event area tactics

Training to Compete

Event specific
technique
Event tactics
Training logs

Learning to Win

Event specific
technique
Event tactics
Training logs

Winning for a Living

Technique and
strategy refinement
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Minor within each
major event area
Can’t compete up

Encouragement of
physical activity
over inactivity
options, including
transportation

Not required
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Athlete Development Analysis
I currently work with athletes in the range of development stages from Training to Train
to Learning to Win. Each athlete has their individual SWOT characteristics. However, in
my years of experience there is a nearly universal weakness in the area of aerobic
fitness with athletes at the Training to Train stage. This weakness is primarily culturally
based which means that while this weakness threatens the future success of the athlete
in the endurance area that I work in, the cultural nature of the deficit presents an
opportunity for successful correction.
The problems created by this gap are further compounded by the distance progression
required by endurance events. The athlete is required to progress from one distance to
the next long before the athlete has developed the physical or mental capability to
compete at a high level in the event unless a very strong aerobic foundation has been
built.
The following information describes the gap in detail:
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Strategies for Addressing the Development Gap

Strategy #1
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Strategy #2

Testing the Implementation
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Testing (cont)

Implementation Issues
Successful implementation of the proposed restructuring of the Athletics LTAD program
will require the support of the following bodies:
 Athletics Canada
 A majority of the PSO’s
 Coaches Association of Canada and the NCI
 Local clubs
Developing aerobic fitness in individual athletes is a relatively simple matter on a case
by case basis and requires little in the way of support from outside agencies.
Cooperation from the parents is the most important factor. I am able to do this work
successfully with athletes that I work with at present.
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Implementation Plan
Using the strategies noted above I would work to the following plan:
 Start aerobic training with 1 session per week of 30 minutes for 4 weeks
 Increase to 2 sessions per week for 3 additional weeks
 Back to 1 session for 1 week
 Add a 3rd session and increase the time by 5 minutes per week until sessions are
60 minutes
 Back to 2 sessions of 30 minutes for 1 week
 Increase the intensity of each session by 5-10% of effort every other week for 4
more weeks
 Maintain aerobic fitness with 3 sessions of 30-45 minutes per week
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